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INDUSTRY 4.0: the fourth industrial revolution
Industry 4.0, or as it even is called, the fourth industrial revolution, is engaged in the changes
in society, the technologies, the structures and the markets with respect on the industry. [8]
Based on the first industrial revolution, when using of steam and hydro mechanical production equipment were operated, for second industrial revolution, when using electrical energy a
mass pro-duction been possible up to the third industrial revolution, made possible by electronics and IT automation of production, is now possible, CPS (Cyber Physical Systems) and
IoT (The Internet of Things) to realize (see Fig. 1). [5]

Figure 1: From industry to industry 4.0 (Source: DFKI 2011)

The IoT consists among others of the networking of machines, computers and people. It made
possible to get a variable output product by intelligent industrial control. [4] This is a costeffective production without letting produce the product as a commodity. Through the combination of hardware and software will be achieved a high availability to networked data.
The goals of the Industry 4.0 are [1]:
1. Individualizing of products
2. Reduction of resources
3. Increase of flexibility , security and efficiency
4. Minimize of failure
5. Shorten of development and design times
6. Improve of the usability
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To achieve these goals the following properties are required:
1. Physical security: It may not at any time to a direct or indirect physical damage ManMachine or the environment.
2. System-Based Security: An unauthorized access must be prevented, as far as the alteration or destruction of the system. If carried out unauthorized access, which can have
serious consequences.
3. Reliability: The system has to be able to adapt to changing conditions and to repair
themselves by failures. The system must always be functional. [4]
All these features and objectives lead to so-called “Smart Factory”(Fig. 2).
Companies must produce flexible. The customer wants the product quickly, cheaply and personalized. As a result is needed a factory, which manufactures a product by itself and sells.
This vision could be achieved for example if the products by communicate together. The
product itself knows how it should be configured, and passes this information to the machine
on [6]. Thus it is possible to produce components in small quantities and in real time. A component is no longer produced in advance, but only when it is needed.

Figure 2: Smart Factory (Source: unbelievable-machine.com)

Introduction: OPC Server / OPC Client
OPC is a standard interface between software and applications. Today has basically each
manufacturer of PLCs the task, to provide the OPC client or server for its software, corresponding with its hardware. The OPC server sends the information. Thereby, the OPC client
has access to one or more data sources (OPC Servers). The client has the task to configure the
data rate at of a charge. The structure of OPC Interface is shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3: OPC Structure
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Historical review
To the beginning of the OPC technology it was called OLE for Process Control. The OLE
(Object Linking and Embedding) technology has been developed in the nineties years of Microsoft and as a protocol used. This protocol allows the cooperation between different OLE
enabled applications, creating a heterogeneous composite documents. The OLE includes a
wide range of interfaces, which can be edited.
An uniform, multi-vendor solutions for communication, called OPC, was developed instead
of OLE. The first meeting for it took place in May 1995. A year later, the first specification of
the OPC technology, the Data Access 1.0, was introduced, and the OPC Foundation was
grounded. Over the long development period five different specifications were developed:
Data Access (1996), Alarms & Events (1999), Historical Data Access (2001), XML Data Access (2003), Commands (2004). They all were summarized and build the classical OPC.
An important milestone was the specification of the OPC XML Data Access. It is a web service-based tool of communication. Since the introduction of the concept of OPC XML the
OPC is called as Openness, Productivity and Collaboration. In 2006 the current option of
OPC, so called OPC UA, was first introduced and since then continuously developed to the
current fourth version. The communication basis for data exchange data by OPC provides the
Component Object Model (COM) and Distributed Component Object Model (DCOM) Technology. The difference between these technologies is that COM will be used for communication of local networks and DCOM for across different networks.
OPC server
The OPC servers are software applications or drivers of the OPC specifications. They include
a word server, which refers not on the used type of computer, but has the relationship with the
counterpart, namely, with the OPC client. The most important task of the server is to translate
the transmitted data in OPC format. An example of the OPC Server is OPC Matrikon. The
application areas of Matrikon Server extend over a very wide range of products. Thus, there
are solutions for PLC of chemical industry, but also for the buildings automation.
OPC client
The OPC Client is a software application that is designed to interact and to communicate OPC
servers. The technical complexity of the OPC client is considerably less as of the OPC server.
The OPC comminication is shown in Figure 4

Figure 4: OPC Communication
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Tasks and Contents of the Project
1. PLC Freelance of ABB
1.1 Freelance Engineering
Freelance Engineering is a software tool for configuring, operating and documenting of user
programs. In the engineering station there are two main modes: the configuration mode and
the startup mode.
In the configuration mode any changes to the project elements will be made. The program
guide takes the form of a project tree. This project tree functions are clearly displayed. The
project elements are structured according to IEC. Beginning with the configuration (CONF),
which summarized all project elements the stations, task lists, tasks, program listings and
function blocks (FBS).
1.2 Freelance Operations
Freelance Operations is the control station of the Freelance software package. In FreelanceOperations are configured and structured graphics, trends, SFC, figures and protocols. It is a
graphical user interface to operate and to monitor the process.
Another important function of the software is the change from the control station in the operating system, as long as no two are separate screens present. Once the software is opened, access is completed on the operating system. The access can be reactivated and
2. Tank-Level-Control with PLC Freelance of ABB
2.1 Build a model of the tank with a pump and a valve

2.2 Control the tank manually (z_Aufgabe_5)
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2.3 Control tank automatically with the SFC

2.4 Control the tank level with a controller (z_Aufgabe_7)

2.5 Build a model of two tanks and control it

2. OPC Server of Freelance of ABB
2.1. Install and use the OPC Server
The server in the project presents Freelance in the form of OPC gateway. It works on basis of
the OPC specification DA. The aim of the server is to build the connection to the client.
Through this connection, it should be possible to access to variable values the Freelance program.
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3. OPC Client of Matrikon
3.1. Install and use the OPC Client
An OPC client used in the project is the OPC Client Matrikon. Its task is the access to the variables that represents the Freelance Server. In addition to this the user interface can be observed and parameterized.

4. Implementation
4.1 Data Acquisition with OPC Freelance
4.2 Control of the Tank with OPC Matrikon
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